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WHEN the Hyundai i30 is deliv-
ered I am pleasantly surprised. I
had been expecting a plain and
functional five-door hatchback.
But instead I am looking at the
Fastback, a much more exciting
proposition. 

Its sleek lines make it a vehicle
to admire from the design
perspective. The striking
front is impressive if similar
to a growing number of
cars these days. The rear
has hints of Mercedes
about it… and Aston
Martin without the hefty
price tags. The i30 Fast-
back clearly has a talent-
ed designer. The result
should be a Lexus beating
sports saloon that is very pleasing
on the eye and really does create a
double take, especially for those
who have previously ignored the
virtues of a Hyundai.

This family car surprises at
every turn and probably the
biggest achievement is the fact
that it is powered by a tiddly little
one-litre petrol engine, which
promises low emissions. Through
turbo charging, the engineers
have cleverly squeezed almost

120bhp out of
it to give more oomph than much
bigger engined vehicles. 

Build quality seems a bit on the
flimsy side. For instance, when
shutting one of the rear doors
there is still a fair amount of give
after it is closed. While I’m on
this subject I notice that the paint
finish isn’t as sharp as it should be

around the boot rubber. My
biggest gripe though is the posi-
tioning of the three seatbelt points
in the rear. Bear in mind that I am
the owner of an ageing Ford Fies-
ta and I regularly travel with three
cumbersome car seats in the back
without a problem. Therefore, I
do not anticipate any problems in
fitting the same three car seats in

more modern vehicles.
The Hyundai is a considerably

larger car. But oh dear, oh dear.
The positioning of the belt buckle
slots means that I must have wast-
ed over an hour of my time dur-
ing the course of the test fiddling
around fitting the car seats for my
two daughters. Because Henry’s
is a slightly wider Cosatto seat it
covers both slots for Harriett’s
and Heidi’s car seats. I dread
every time we all return to the car
because I know that my fingers
are really going to hurt as I have

to forcibly lift Henry’s seat up to
allow for Harriett and Heidi

to be strapped in. I have
had some problems with
other new cars but never

to this extent. 
The boot is large enough

for the family’s luggage
and has good amounts of
storage space. 

The black cloth seats are com-
fortable and so is the ride. Overall
it feels sporty and quite low to the
ground. The six-speed manual
box can be a little too notchy on
occasions. It can be a slow car but
if revved hard it does deliver a
smile especially with the raspy
note of the exhaust, which gets
louder the harder it’s driven.

Here is a car for a family of
four without any car seats.

Hyundai i30 - a very
pleasant surprise

REVIEW
by Tim Saunders

Model tested is UK-specification and equipment levels
and prices may vary in other markets.

Model: Hyundai i30 Premium 1.0 T-GDi 120PS 

Top speed: 190kph

0-100kph: 11.1secs

Power: 118bhp

Economy: 4.9l/100km

Facts at a glance

FAMILY CAR: But child
seats may be a
problem.


